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News on the L'
 Angle Lake Shore Club

October 31st, Saturday, 3:30-5PM: 
ALSC Spooktacular Boo Cruise.  
Halloween Trick-or-treat on the lake 
to make stops at your beach!

December 5th, Saturday, 4-8PM: 
ALSC Annual Members Only Christmas 
Party

December 11th Friday or 12th 
Saturday: ALSC Santa Cruise

January 1st: ALSC Polar Bear Plunge

ALSC Welcoming Committee

On a very warm Sunday afternoon a 
few weeks ago, the Welcoming 
Committee set out to visit thirteen 
new neighbors. We found all of them 
but one and we will work on that 
address next time.

It's a pleasure to meet and greet the 
new additions to our wonderful 
neighborhood and hope they are 
enjoying their homes here as much 
as we all have enjoyed ours for so 
many years.

Remember, we need your help with 
letting us know any new recently 
moved in neighbors, call either 
Debbie Beck @ 425.444.0460 or 
Marge Murtha @ 206.870.1887 or 
Becky Johnson @ 206.852.1952 
with information. It would be a great 
help, we don't want to miss 
welcoming anyone to our Angle 
Lake neighborhood.

Organized by your ALSC Board Members



 Jim Todd & Steve Beck  Fuzz & Julie Hill

Santa Clause Is Coming To 
Town

Ho Ho Ho! Summer’s gone and we have heard that 
Santa again has graciously accepted our request to 
come visit children around Angle Lake. His 
schedule would allow his availability on either 

Friday Dec. 11th or Saturday Dec. 12th. So those 
with good little children should let us know which 
you prefer. He’ll ride around in a lighted boat 
parade one of those evenings. We have to use the 
boats since we’ve heard that the reindeer are 
weak swimmers.

Santa will make several stops around the lake so if 
your kids would like his visit at your beach or 
would like to join in at one of his other stops, 
please let us know. He’s partial to bonfires, it’s 
cold at the North Pole, so he may be more jolly 
stopping at festive beaches.

Since the reindeer won’t be able to join us it 
would be nice to have eight boats parading him 
around. We’re a few short so we welcome those 
with boats who know the song Jingle Bells to join 
us. And, if you know the song but don’t have a 
boat to ride in please join us anyway on one of the 
fine craft in his retinue. Prepare for Santa, his 
elves and posse and help us bring holiday cheer 
around the lake!

Contact Phyllis Picket at p.pickett@comcast.net  
by November 15th, to indicate which date you 
prefer, which beach you would like Santa to visit 
and whether you have a boat or not and would be 
interested in joining us.

ALSC Christmas Party!

A Most Wonderful Time of the Year!

We've now completed the transition from summer 
to autumn so that must mean the holiday season is 
just around the corner! Therefore now would be a 
good time to start thinking about our Annual 
Members Only Christmas Party which is scheduled 

for Saturday, December 5th this year. We’ll follow 
the regular routine with festivities starting at 4:00 
p.m. and concluding at 8:00 p.m. 

Steve and Debbie Beck have graciously offered 
their home to host the event. We will be having a 
delicious catered buffet dinner including tasty hors 
d'oeuvres, yummy desserts and hosted bar. We will 
be awarding a crown and scepter to Mr. and Mrs. 
Christmas again, the couple who most represent 
the spirit of the season. 

Space is limited to the first 100 people, so please 
reserve your spot today! Tickets will sell for $30 
per person and may be purchased by contacting 
Julie Hill at (206)355-6460, or mailing your 
payment to: P.O. Box 69477, SeaTac WA 98188. We 
are in need of volunteers to assist with 
decorations, set up and clean up. If you are 
available to help, please contact Julie.

ALSC Spooktacular Boo Cruise 

Halloween Day, Saturday, October 31st 3:30-5PM by Rosalyn Rombauer

  Remember the ALSC Easter Bunny Dock Hop?!  The Spooktacular Boo Cruise is of 

similar fashion, Halloween fashion that is!  Between 3:30 - 5PM a Boooo Boat will 

be circling Angle Lake with some Spooky treats to give trick-or-treaters this 

year!  The Boo Boat will hand out spooky treats to those children/families/adults 

who are dressed in costume!  We will have a photographer ready to take family 

photos for you or if you would like to take photos with our Spooky Boo Cruisers!  

A Disney Princess will be making a special appearance for our Boo Cruise, so this 

is one you will not want to miss! Please email Rosalyn Rombauer - 

ros.rombauer@gmail.com if you would like the Boo Cruise to make a visit to your 

dock.  

http://p.pickett@comcast.net
mailto:ros.rombauer@gmail.com


TO B-arge Or NOT TO B-arge.

 

by Lonnie Goulet

This article is to inform all 
members and lakeside residents 
that as of 9/16/2015, the ALSC 
Board of Director’s effort to raise 
sufficient funds for the 
construction of barges to insure 
we will always have the 
capability to perform our own 
community fireworks show on 
Angle Lake has fallen short of our 
targeted objective.  We have 
currently collected just shy of 
$14,000 dollars, leaving us 
approximately $10,000 short of 
our $24,000 goal.  

We hope it is clearly understood 
by all residents living on or 
around Angle Lake that if we fail 
to move forward with the barge 
program under this window of 
opportunity the chances of ever 
having another fireworks show 
displayed from the middle of the 
lake is not only a thing of the 
past but may also ultimately 
prove to be the end of any 
fireworks show all together on 
the lake.  Please do not be lulled 
into the belief that the City is 
obligated to continue producing 
and/or sponsoring  a fireworks 
display. If at some point in the 
future a decision is made by our 
council or the citizen’s of Seatac 
to no longer financially or 
physically support a show being 
performed off the public docks, 
there would be virtually no other 
options available to continue 
producing a 4th of July fireworks 
show on Angle Lake.  

With readily available access to 
barges, the ALSC under the worst 
case scenario would be able to 

put on our own show visible to all 
with or without City 
participation.  Under the best 
scenario we would be in a 
position to lend out our platforms 
to City provided private/
commercial sponsors so the show 
could be moved out to the middle 
of the lake for everyone to see, 
allowing the beach, swim area, 
boat launch and fishing docks to 
remain open for public use during 
the entire holiday period.  

For those living on or around the 
lake who may be against a 
fireworks show, we respect your 
decision not to contribute to this 
concept however we believe this 
group to be in the minority.  It is, 
for what we believe to be the 
majority, the residents around 
the lake who wish to ensure a 
continuation of a fireworks show 
that we persist in this quest. In 
the end if we are unsuccessful it 
will not be due to any lack of 
effort on the Board’s part, but 
either because there was a sense 
of complacency on the part of our 
members who thought this would 
proceed without their financial 
support or we were misinformed 
about the level of desire held by 
the majority of our members to 
continue the tradition of 
producing our own community 
fireworks show.

The last action to undertake in 
attempting to achieve our goal 
will be to make phone calls to 
those individuals who have 
traditionally contributed annually 
to the fireworks fund but have 
not yet donated to the barge 
effort. We wish to confirm that 

they are making a conscientious 
decision not to support the barge 
fund and that it isn’t simply an 
oversight. The intent is to ensure 
that they are fully aware of how 
their decision will adversely 
affect the future of our fireworks 
show.  

Finally it is important to realize 
that TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE.   
The barges are just the first step 
in getting the fireworks back to 
the middle of the lake.  Until we 
are able to proceed with the 
construction of these barges we 
are unable to take the next step 
to secure both a fireworks 
company and a pyro technician.  
Normally we would need to be 
committing around the first of 
the year but with further delay in 
getting barge approval a scenario 
may develop where we are not 
able to get barges ready for the 
2016 fireworks show in a timely 
manner to ensure securing a 
qualified fireworks company and 
pyro techincian.

So ask yourself, TO B-arge OR 
NOT TO B-arge.  THAT, MY 
FRIENDS, IS THE QUESTION!

NOTE: If you have not yet made a 
contribution to the Barge Fund 
and would like to do so now, 
please mail your contribution 

marked clearly as BARGE 
DONATION making checks payable 

to The ALSC and addressed to: 

ALSC Treasurer 

PO Box 69477

Seattle WA 98168



 Jim Todd

Tasty Tapas Recap!
Tasty Tapas Rides again!

Angle Lake again was the setting for another magical evening for the 7th annual Tasty Tapas cruise 

on August 15th.  The weather was fine and the company better as about 120 revelers plied calm 
waters and visited the beaches of our gracious hosts. For those who have yet to join us, Tapas Day 
is the event of the year on the lake. Our groups cruised around sampling food and drink and were 
quite merry! Each group of tasters sported a theme – we don’t really know why – but it seems to 
add to the fun. We had Pirates and Island folk, Seahawk fans and Mardi Gras revelers. It seemed 
like a preview for Halloween.

Not to be outdone were our magnificent hosts! Many thanks to the families who made it all happen 
by hosting this rabble at their places. The Jones family excelled with their Northern Italian fare. 
Bob & Carole Langenbach got us in a Swedish mood complete with lutefisk for those brave enough 
to try it (I did and almost liked it).  Ros Rombauer and crew served up tasty Salvadorian cuisine and 
their bar was so stocked it should have had disclaimers. Steve and Rhonda Bell went for football 
fare without the stadium prices! Their football throwing contest may have humbled some but we 
saw that some of our neighbors can toss the rock. For our finale the whole bunch met at the 
beaches of the Hadallers, Jarnigs and Pattersons to compare notes over dessert and coffee. I think 
Kathy Hadaller must have been baking a week for all the beautiful treats we sampled.

So again, the evening was a rousing success. Participation was down a little from our record 
turnout last year – we heard from many who had made other plans and could not make it. Next 

year the event will be moved back to the 2nd Saturday of August,  August 14th,  and we hope to 
see another smashing event. 

It’s never too early to think about being involved and hosting your neighbors. Next year we will 
cruise the southern leg of the lake. If you’d like to talk of hosting or attending, send a note to Jim 
Todd at jimmijett@msn.com.  

Clean Sweep Recap by Judy Williams

The ALSC held another “Clean Sweep” event this year on Saturday, July 25 from 9AM 
to 1PM followed by our usual picnic at the Angle Lake Manor Beach for all participants.  The 
ALSC crew cleaned all our streets of trash from International Blvd on the west to I-5 on the 
east, and from S 188th Street on the north to S 200th Street on the south.  We were able to 
clean 8 miles of streets with a very dedicated group of volunteers. We also cleaned the 
Angle Lake Park shoreline.

We had a smaller than usual turn-out of volunteers, but the weather was not predicted 
to be as good as in past years, and we were able to achieve our goal in spite of it.  We want 
to thank all those who were able to join us in cleaning up our neighborhood and thank the 
Manor Club for the use of their beach.  We also want to thank the City of Seatac for 
providing equipment and garbage bags and their removal of all the garbage we gathered.  

Next year we look forward to doing the streets and shoreline, as well as the lake bottom 
if the ALSC has the barges we hope to build which are required for the lake bottom work. 
We will be looking for divers to help with the garbage on the lake bottom.  If you know 
anyone who dives, please contact Judy Williams at (206) 419-4637.  We will pay for the air 
for their tanks and invite them to join us for our picnic lunch and raffle.  

We had a grand day that provided real benefits for all Seatac residents and especially 
our neighborhood.  

mailto:jimmijett@msn.com


The weather on the Fourth of July was a dream 
for those who enjoy excessive heat, as a high 
temperature of 92 degrees was recorded that 
day, breaking the previous 90 degree record set 
for that same date in 1990.  The schedule for the 
holiday was packed with exciting family fun 
events and the sky was absent of any clouds… yet 
the lake was also eerily absent of any significant 
crowds gathered around the shoreline as well.  
This is particularly surprising since the holiday fell 
on a Saturday this year. 

While a fireworks show alone does not make the 
holiday great, it leads one to wonder if the 
absence of the familiar center of the lake 
fireworks display has discouraged the typical 
large parties from forming. A lower than usual 
number of participants were also observed at the 
traditional activities held throughout the day. 
Regardless, all the events were enjoyed with 
great success.   

At the Manor
The morning was kicked off with the annual 
Kiddies Day Parade hosted by the Angle Lake 
Manor Club. Kids arriving in all types of bicycles, 
wagons and other wheeled contraptions gathered 
before the start of the parade to select holiday 
decorations to festoon their vehicles, their pets 
and even themselves! Ice Cream treats donated 
by the Shore Club were handed out at the end of 
the parade route prior to Fran Reid’s voice 
students striking up patriotic performances and 
sing-alongs. 

At the Park
The City of SeaTac Parks Department in 
collaboration with the Duwamish Southside Rotary 
and sponsor Alaska Airlines hosted an all day 
celebration at Angle Lake Park consisting of no 
less than nine hours of staged performance 
entertainment featuring a wide variety of music 
genres and offering carnival amusement rides for 
a nominal fee.  The water spray park was a big hit 
with the children (and some grownups, too!) from 
the first squirt until the very last drop at 10 pm.

Around the Lake
The crew managing the Bud Jones Memorial 
Walk/Run ‘Round the Lake 5k’ made sure to have 
plenty of water on hand for the participants as 

the temperatures continued to climb.  Nearly 
twenty walkers departed promptly at 11:00 am 
and over thirty runners sped off at the sound of 
the air horn at 11:30 with all participants arriving 
at the finish line around noon.  Ribbons were 
handed out to first through third place finishers 
and T-shirts were awarded to each first place 
finish runners within their respective gender/age 
category. The coveted 2.5 foot trophy was 
awarded to Brennan Wallin as the fastest 
participant to circle the lake with a recorded 
winning time of 0:19:33. This was Brennan’s 
second win since having won the 2011 race.   

On the Lake
Swim and Boat Races. Our hosts, Gregg and 
Marsha Louvier reported that they had a pretty 
good turnout. People arrived by car, by various 
types of boats and some just walked over. Just 
over 25 swimmers ranged in age from 3yrs old to 
“more experienced” (right Rodger May?!). There 
were lots of family and friends watching.  At least 
60-70 people were on hand for the festivities!! 

These races have historically been held in the 
cove for as long as anyone can remember (50 plus 
years), however recent home reconstruction 
activity required the event be moved to a new 
location. It is believed that the change of venue is 
still throwing some a curve and creating 
confusion. Gregg confirmed there were more 
people this year than last and will probably be 
more next year as we continue to get the word 
out. 

The spectator area is primo, up on a slight bank 
with the race course running parallel to the 
spectator area from dock to dock (about 100ft).  
The younger swimmers (and waders) “race” along 
a shallow 20 ft course.  Adjacent to the course 
and the spectator area is another dock for boats 
to tie up.  The races were wholesome fun and it 
was all wrapped up with the Rice family grudge 
match. Spurred on with the top prize of a fine 
Angle Lake Shore Club tee shirt - Jerry, Scott and 
Jeff showed us what FAST was.  It was a Great 
race. It may have been Jerry coming out on top, 
Gregg wasn’t sure, but whoever did win will be 
wearing their ALSC prize tee shirt with pride!

The Complete results are on the next page.

Another Fabulous Fourth! by Fuzz Hill with additional content provided by Gregg Louvier



 Swim Results: 

GIRLS

5 AND UNDER
1st Allie Louvier
2nd Layla Rice
3rd Avery Rice
4th Jordan Djang

8 AND UNDER
1st Ella Tonseth
2nd Baylee Louvier
3rd Sophia Thorson 
(great great Granddaughter of Art and Stella Newbell 
where the races had been held for 50+ years)

9 – 10 Years
1st Phoene Easterling
2nd Abigail Easterling
3rd Natalie Morse

12 – 16 Years
1st Sophia Morse
2nd Natalie Morse

 Swim Results

BOYS

5 AND UNDER
1st Broyden Rice

9 – 10 Years
1st Owen Tonseth
2nd August Ruehr
3rd Carson Haynes

12 – 16 Years
1st Spencer Haynes
2nd August Ruehr
3rd Mason Langhams

Open (Old guys)
Jerry, Roger, Gregg and John in that order (“It’s 
obvious Rodger has been practicing”, Gregg stated)  
Then the previously mentioned RICE Race, with 
Jerry taking 1st place, Scott and Jeff following behind 
in 2nd and 3rd respectively.

Immediately following the swim races the docks 
were moved and we started the boats races. First up 
were the Peddle boats. Mackenzie May and Lexi 
Bates took first among the young ladies with Phoebe 
and Sophia taking second. In the guys heat Mike and 
Maguire Manehey took the BLUE with the red going 
to Jerry Custer and Zach Frankie. No canoes or 
rowboats showed up this year. 

In the younger age kayaks, Sophia Thorson took first 
followed by Baylee Louvier and Naya taking third. 
After a bit of TAUNTING, Roger was enticed to race 
against his oft opponent Kelsey Rock (Louvier).  
Gregg jumped in to add some variety and obstacles 
to the race. Roger and Gregg got “tangled up” 
which allowed Kelsey Rock to take the BLUE. Roger 
ended up finishing just behind Gregg.

Dock Decorating Contest. The first place ribbon for 
the annual patriotic dock decoration competition 
was awarded to John and Sherry Yapp who also 
receive a crisp hundred dollar bill for their effort! 
Rod & Beth Ancheta; Steve & Rhonda Bell; and 

Bruce & Sandy Goulet were presented 2nd through 

4th place ribbons and received $75; $50; and $25 
cash award respectively. Honorable Mention were 
awarded to Jim Pepper; Ed & Jeannie Montry; Billie 
Jones & Family; and Drew & Debbie Clark who all 
received Beach Towels in additional to ribbons. An 
additional 42 Participant ribbons were awarded to 
the remaining residents who made an effort to 
display the red, white and blue. 

Parade of Boats. At dusk a parade of pontoon and 

ski boats circled the lake giving cheers and greeting 
to everyone along the shoreline, wishing everyone a 
happy Independence Day.

Over the Lake
The day festivities concluded with a Fireworks 
display performed off the public fishing docks at the 
park. The show was funded through a cooperative 
effort between the City of SeaTac and equal 
contributions from Alaska Air; Recology; and Master 
Park. Performing the fireworks show from the docks 
mandates that the boat launch and the entire swim 
area and beach be closed off from public use for 
safety reasons and requires smaller shells be used 
resulting in a lower than usual display – which 
gauging from the boisterously loud response from 
the crowd proved to be the perfect viewing height 
for those witnessing the display from the park and 
gathered by boat offshore from the lake.

In the Future
It is still in our Shore Club plan to finance and build 
barges which we will join together to perform future 
shows positioned in the middle of the lake.  As of 
the end of September, we are behind in our 
fundraising goal. However we will perform a final 
concerted effort before we give up on our plan.  If 
you have not yet donated and plan to do so, please 
do not hesitate any longer – contributions can be 
mailed to our Post Office Box or dropped off with 
any ALSC board member. Thank you for your 
support.



 

We’d like to thank the following individuals and families for continuing their support of the Angle Lake Shore Club 
through their paid memberships:

YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE: 

Effective 2016, the Angle Lake Shore Club will no longer mail paper 
newsletters to members via US Postal Service. Members may 
continue to request electronic copies to be delivered to their 
preferred email address; otherwise they will be available for 
download and print from the blog at: 
http://anglelakesc.blogspot.com/p/quarterly-newsletters.html

http://anglelakesc.blogspot.com/p/quarterly-newsletters.html


 http://anglelakesc.blogspot.com/2015/09/one-doggone-windy-day.html
 One Doggone Windy Day!

The windstorm on Saturday, August 29th will surely go into the record books for some of the strongest winds, if 
not strongest ever recorded in August.

Local meteorologists are still a bit in awe over the power of the storm Saturday that has become the earliest 
windstorm on record in the Pacific Northwest -- by several weeks!   The prior date on the calendar for a major 
windstorm to strike? October 2 -- more than four weeks later than our most recent storm. According to the 
tracking on the peak gusts, some of the gusts experienced Saturday were stronger in some spots than some of 
our greatest wind storms on record.

Now granted, wind storm damage depends a lot on not only the intensity of the storm, but the track and whether 
the peak wind field is over populated areas or not. The storms compared to the Saturday storms -- 
the Hanukkah Eve storm of Dec. 14, 2006 (http://www.climate.washington.edu/stormking/December2006.html), 
the Inauguration Day Storm on Jan. 20, 1993 (http://www.climate.washington.edu/stormking/January1993.html) 
and the Oct. 12, 1962 Columbus Day Storm (http://www.climate.washington.edu/stormking/October1962.html) 
all did far greater damage than the storm this weekend -- one reason was the Seattle metro area took the brunt 
of the storm, and second, the storms were considerably stronger. But there were indeed some spots that of the 
4 storms had their windiest day Saturday.

Missing Items:
Several neighbors in our area have written the blog to report paddles, boats and large inflatable structures 
washed up onto beaches on the north end of the lake.  If you are missing something, please take a tour of the 
north end to recover your item.  If you have something to report (lost or found) it’s recommended that you post 
the item in the Angle Lake Neighborhood Site of Nextdoor.com (requires a valid user login). Help for creating a 
Nextdoor.com account may be accessed at: http://bit.ly/1WJ20cj (Case Sensitive).

Clearly marking your post number or phone number on the item in indelible ink would make for a much more 
efficient means of recovery, else someone could misinterpret the item as being abandoned and may use or 
dispose of the item as they see fit. 

Fun Fact:  Did you know that Clyde 'Fuzz' Hill is recognized as the individual to name the Hanukkah Eve Storm? 
(http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/december-wind-storm-now-dubbed-the-hanukkah-eve-storm/) 

An excerpt from the ALSC Blog By Fuzz Hill

http://anglelakesc.blogspot.com/2015/09/one-doggone-windy-day.html
http://www.climate.washington.edu/stormking/December2006.html
http://www.pearlmountainsoft.com/publisherplus/index.html
http://www.climate.washington.edu/stormking/January1993.html
http://www.climate.washington.edu/stormking/October1962.html
http://Nextdoor.com
http://bit.ly/1WJ20cj
http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/december-wind-storm-now-dubbed-the-hanukkah-eve-storm/


 

Angle Lake Shore Club Board Members Contact Information

President
Launce (Lonnie) Goulet
Post 4
878-8306
laonthelake@comcast.net

Vice President
Jim Todd
Post 78
860-1737
jimmijett@msn.com

Chief Treasurer
Judith Williams
Post 72
419-4637
jywfs@comcast.net
 

Secretary
Julie Hill
Post 33
241-8272
fjsjhill@yahoo.com

Auditor
Marge Murtha
Condo #6
870-1887
margemurtha@yahoo.com

Chief Adviser
Steve Beck
19244 39th Ave. S.
878-1887
beck.sd@comcast.net 

Welcoming Committee
Debbie Beck
19244 39th Ave. S.
(425) 444-0460
beck.sd@comcast.net

Marketing & Newsletter
Rosalyn Rombauer 
Post 31.846 
953-5664
ros.rombauer@gmail.com

Club Photographer
Tani Rae Standridge
3316 S. 194th St.
300-5740
tanirae@gmail.com
 

Director of Public Relations
Fuzz Hill
Post 33
972-7220
fuzz.hill@gmail.com

Questions or Concerns? 
Email:
anglelakesc@gmail.com
Website: 
www.anglelakesc.blogspot.com
Photos: 
http://goo.gl/wuY7UW
Twitter: @AngleLakeSC 
Facebook: AngleLakeSC
Nextdoor: 
anglelake.nextdoor.com

Polar Bear Plunge: Freezin' For A Reason! by Fuzz Hill

New Years Day 2016, the Angle Lake Shore Club will host the Polar Plunge at the Angle Lake Manor Beach where 
neighbors will gather and gaze in bewilderment at the actions of the ‘strong minded and brave hearted’ (!?!) who’ll 
assemble along the lake shore readying to endure the annual mid-winter plunge.  

Our tradition of helping feed the hungry will continue as we request that all spectators and participants bring a 
donation of cash or non-perishable food items for the local food bank. Plus we’ll reward all who attend this New Year 
event with a chance to win a prize, eat a few pastries, and enjoy some hot coffee!

Your donation of non-perishable food items and/or cash contributions will assist the Highline Area Food Bank to 
replenish empty shelves due to heavy demand supporting the many in need through the holidays. Our neighbors in 
need will benefit from your generous donations while event participants will benefit by being eligible to win ALSC 
branded apparel! Simply by showing up at the Manor Club Beach on New Year’s Day between 11:00 am and Noon 
will entitle you to one raffle ticket for a chance to win a ALSC t-shirt; Show up in costume (regardless if you’re 
planning to plunge or not) and you’ll earn another ticket and another change to win; bring non-perishable food items 
and/or one or more dollars to donate to the food bank, you’ll receive a raffle ticket for each item for additional chances 
to win; and finally – taking the plunge will earn you an additional chance to win a prize! Several T-Shirts shall be 
awarded! 

Benefiting our local emergency food bank; winning prizes; enjoying the company of neighbors; and having FUN! 
That’s the real Reason we’ll be out there Freezin’! We hope you’ll make plans to join us! 
Consult your physician prior to participating in the Polar Plunge to verify your physical capability; consult the Blog at 
www.anglelakesc.blogspot.com as we near the date for further event details; and perhaps after taking the plunge 
consult a psychologist to validate your senses!

Angle Lake Shore Club Branded Apparel

Angle Lake Shore Club T-Shirts are available for purchase! The shirts are 
high quality cotton in a very fashionable dusty blue color with distressed artwork in 
a white and navy blue design.  

We’re selling these shirts as part of our annual fireworks fund raising efforts to 
collect additional funds to cover the cost of procuring a barge and new fireworks 
contractor to produce the absolute best fireworks show this community has ever 
seen!  

The cost of the shirts is only $20.00 each and will be available for purchase at 
the Christmas Party and any of the other ALSC major events. Otherwise feel free to 
order the T-Shirts when sending in your annual dues or ALSC event fees or 
donations.

http://www.anglelakesc.blogspot.com
http://goo.gl/wuY7UW
http://anglelake.nextdoor.com
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